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I.  Verbal Ability 30%  
The following questions are incomplete sentences with four choices, marked A, B, C, and D. Choose the 

one word or phrase that best completes the sentence. 

 

1.  Medical _________ shows that men are more likely to have heart attacks than women. 

A. testimony  B. evidence  C. statement  D. announcement 

2.  Their most ___________ belongings were locked in a safe in the bedroom. 

A. worthwhile  B. advantageous  C. profitable  D. valuable 

3.  I'm afraid you haven't quite reached the _________ required for the job.  

A. standard  B. ability  C. aptitude  D. average 

4. The newspaper’s attack on the mayor’s decision ___________ anger in many women. 

A. rose  B. aroused  C. arose  D. raised 

5.  Not all people share the ______ that participation in online discussions is good for business. 

A. ideal  B. view  C. mind  D. sense 

6.  Crime has dropped since the video cameras were _________in this neighborhood. 

A. assembled  B. equipped  C. installed  D. settled 

7.  Voters ________ Obama over McCain by a very small margin. 

   A. choose  B. opt  C. favor  D. support 

8.  Money and power can ________ people. He used to be honest, but not any more.  

A. corrupt  B. conceive  C. deceive  D. interrupt 

9.  The workers __________ for better conditions of working environment. 

A. associated  B. connected  C. bargained  D. coordinated  

10.  Increasing numbers of people are _________to cow's milk. 

A. available  B. sensitive  C. sensible  D. conscious 

11.  John’s account of his experiences in the Sahara Desert cannot be dismissed as anything but  

_____________. 

A. incredible  B. unfair  C. credulous  D. illegible 

12.  _________ the strength of the opposition, we did very well to score two goals. 

A. Providing  B. Regarding  C. Supposing  D. Considering 

13.  John didn’t regret paying $200 for the arm chair. As a matter of fact, he would gladly have paid 

__________ for it. 

A. as much twice  B. twice as much  C. much as twice  D. as twice much 

14.  His classmates know nothing about him ________ he is from Japan. 

A. except that  B. but for  C. in addition to  D. apart from 

15.  The Taiwan Red Cross Association is ___________ more money to help tsunami victims in Japan. 

A. calling on  B. appealing for  C. building up  D. applying to 
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II. Sentence Structure 20%  
In each of the following sentences, choose one underlined word or phrase that is grammatically incorrect 

and correct it.  

Example: My brother and I often goes to the movies on Sunday.  
              A              B       C    D 
  Answer:  B ;  go  
 

1. Many people are reported to be injured in the earthquake.  

A             B           C    D 

2.  I really wish that you won’t smoke so much, for it could harm your health. 

      A                  B              C        D 

3.  Although my obvious lack of interest, he insisted on telling me the whole story. 

      A               B                        C          D 

4.  Whatever strong the temptation, don’t stay in any job too long.  

       A               B        C         D 

5.  The police chief ordered that parking was prohibited on main streets during the rush hours. 

         A               B            C                      D 

6.  If I knew you were coming today, I’d have got everything ready for you.  

      A         B                C                D 

7.  He was accused of having his store blow up so that he could collect the insurance. 

            A                     B      C            D 

8. It was not until she had arrived home and she remembered her appointment with the doctor. 

        A           B           C                      D 

9. My elder brother had difficulty of swimming across Sun Moon Lake, but he  

         A               B 

finally succeeded on his fourth attempt.  

          C                 D 

10. As the apartment was closer to my office was the reason why I chose it instead of the larger one. 

   A                  B                    C                   D 
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III. Reading Comprehension 20%  

 

Questions 1 to 5 are based on the following passage.  

Both large and small companies need a way to reach the savings of the public to develop new products 

and create new jobs. There can be little prospect of raising the sums needed from friends and people we 

know, and while banks may agree to provide short-term finance, they are generally unwilling to provide 

money for long-term projects. So companies turn to the public, inviting people to lend them money, or take a 

share in the business, in exchange for a share in future profits. They do this by issuing stocks and shares 

through the Stock Exchange. When the saver needs his money back, he does not have to go to the company 

with whom he originally placed it. Instead, he sells his shares through a stockbroker to some other saver who 

is seeking to invest his money.  

Many of the services needed both by industry and by each of us are provided by the Government or by 

local authorities. Without hospitals, roads, electricity, telephones, and railways, this country could not 

function. All these require continuous spending on new equipment if they are to serve us properly, requiring 

more money than is raised through taxes alone. The Government, local authorities, and nationalized 

industries therefore frequently need to borrow money to finance major capital spending, and they, too, come 

to the Stock Exchange. 

There is hardly anyone whose job or whose standard of living does not depend on the ability of their 

employer to raise money to finance new developments. In one way or another, this new money must come 

from the savings of the public. The Stock Exchange exists to provide a channel through which these savings 

can reach those who need finance. 

 

1. Almost all companies involved in new production and development must _____. 

A. rely on their own financial resources 

B. persuade the banks to provide long-term finance 

C. borrow large sums of money from friends and people they know 

D. depend on the population as a whole for finance 

2.  The money which enables these companies to go ahead with their projects is _____. 

A. repaid to its original owners as soon as possible 

B. raised by the selling of shares in the companies 

C. exchanged for part ownership in the Stock Exchange 

D. invested in different companies on the Stock Exchange 

3.  When the savers want their money back, they ___________. 

A. ask another company to obtain their money for them 

B. look for other people to borrow money from 

C. put their shares in the company back on the market  

D. transfer their money to a more successful company 
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4.  All the essential services on which we depend are _______. 

A. run by the Government or our local authorities 

B. in constant need of financial support 

C. financed wholly by rates and taxes 

D. unable to provide for the needs of the population 

5. The Stock Exchange makes it possible for the Government, local authorities and nationalized industries 

__________. 

A. to borrow as much money as they wish 

B. to make certain everybody saves money 

C. to raise money to finance new developments 

D. to make certain everybody lends money to them 

 

 

Questions 6 to 10 are based on the following passage. 

Organizations are essentially about people working together and yet so often they fail to capitalize 

upon the full potential of this. A team can accomplish much more than the sum of its individual members 

and yet frequently groups of people are seen to achieve less than could have been accomplished by the 

individual members working alone. Most organizations have meetings which wear down creativeness and 

departments which seem to devote more energy to maintaining their own organizational position than to the 

common good of the organization as a whole.  

Teamwork is individuals working together to accomplish more than they could alone, but more than 

that, it can be exciting, satisfying and enjoyable. Perhaps the simplest example is that of the football team. 

Were any of us to be given the task of building up a new national football team, we know that the task would 

involve much more than just obtaining the eleven best players in the nation. The success of the team would 

depend not only upon individual skills but on the way those individuals supported and worked with each 

other. A good football team is much more than a collection of individual skills: it is these skills used in a way 

which produces a united effort. Similarly, with almost any kind of team, its success, its very existence, 

depends upon the way in which all play together. 

In recent years, organizations have been increasingly finding that a real key to success is the way in 

which individuals behave towards each other and the way in which groups of people relate to and work with 

each other. Teamwork improves these things. 

 

6.  The passage is mainly about the ___________. 

A. types of teams organized   

B. essential problems with people working together   

C. reasons for team development   

D. different opinions on team work 
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7.  According to the passage, ______________. 

A. not all groups of people working together can work efficiently  

B. a group can always accomplish more than the sum of its individual members 

C. groups of people always achieve less than what can be achieved by individuals 

D. both teams and individuals can accomplish a lot if they are alone 

8.  The phrase “capitalize upon” in Paragraph 1, Line 2 most probably means _______. 

A. focus on   

B. emphasize upon   

C. learn about   

D. take advantage of 

9.  The example of organizing a football team is given here to ________. 

A. show that teamwork is always exciting and enjoyable 

B. explain the complexity of organizing teamwork 

C. introduce a new type of teamwork 

D. arouse the interest of the readers 

10.  It can be seen from the passage that _____________. 

A. a winning football team always consists of the best players 

B. a combination of the best football players does not guarantee success 

C. a collection of individual skills is the basis of success 

D. only by working alone can success be guaranteed 

   

IV. Writing Ability 30%  

Make one sentence for each of the following phrases.  

 

1.  (to) be involved in  

2.  (to) come up with 

3.  as though 

4.  (to) participate in 

5.  as a result of 

6.  (to) turn out 

7.  regardless of 

8.  on the other hand 

9.  (to) make up 

10.  (to) be suited for  

 

 

 


